2010-2011 Munushian Visiting Seminar Series

Wednesday, January 19, 2011
Dr. Julie Brown
Senior Vice President, Universal Display Corporation
“Lighting the Way with Organic Light Emitting Devices”

Thursday, February 17, 2011
Dr. Carver Mead
Professor, California Institute of Technology
“The Next Revolution in Physical Law”

Wednesday, November 10, 2010
2:00 PM, GER 124
Dr. John Hall
Professor, U. of Colorado and NIST
Nobel Laureate, Physics 2005
“The Optical Frequency Comb - a new tool with remarkable applications in Science, Metrology, and Medical Diagnostics

Wednesday, March 2, 2011
Dr. Werner Goetz
Senior Director, Philips Lumileds Lighting Company
“High-power LED Technology and Solid State Lighting”

Tuesday, April 12, 2011
Prof. Charles Lieber
Professor, Harvard University
“Nanowires: A Platform for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology”